The pattern printed with red ink makes it much easier when you are cutting out the parts. You can see exactly where your blade is. Patterns with black lines are a little harder because the blade gets lost in the black line. If you can find a color copier to make your copies it will make the sawing easier.

Wood Type; Western Red Cedar - Color is more important than type.
Wood Thickness; 3/4” at max. (unless otherwise indicated) 1/4” min.
These are suggestions, feel free to use any variation of the above.
You will need four 3/8” dowels approx. 3/4” long for the eyes.

LEGEND

Outside edges

- Grain Direction
- Dark Shade of Wood.
- Medium Dark Shade of Wood.
- Medium Shade of Wood.
- Light Shade of Wood.
- White pine or any White Wood.

This area could be raised by placing a shim under the parts using 1/4" plywood cut slightly smaller than the part or parts to be raised.

These areas could be raised twice, by using 1/4" plywood. This would raise these areas a total of 1/2".

Enlarge 132%
If you do not enlarge the pattern use 1/4" dowels for the eyes.